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Hello Everyone

Chair Report

Welcome to our April newsletter. It is such an
encouraging time, the retail shops are opening,
socialising restrictions are being eased and we
have the warmer weather to look forward to. We
will be able to do more of the things we all took for
granted in the past; for example, just being with family and
friends.
The staff at Millbrooke House are all back from furlough and
looking forward to the time we can start up our activities once
again. They have kept all the practicalities of the day-to-day
running of the charity functioning, planning innovative fundraising
and keeping in touch with members. They have been wonderful,
always helpful and determined to do their best; they deserve a
really big thank you!
The shop volunteers are back with Debbie at Dress for Less,
keeping it looking beautiful with lots of bargains to be had. I
know that many other volunteers have been involved in the
knitting of the Easter chicks; a real success story. Thank you so
much for all you do and for the generosity of your time you
spend with us.
The Trustees still meet on a regular basis, via zoom, at the
moment; my thanks to them for all the time and effort they put in
and the skills they use to promote and guide the charity.
My thanks and best wishes to you all.

Sue

Sue Bungey
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CEO Update
I cannot quite believe we are already in May,
Easter done and rapidly heading towards half way
through 2021. I hope this newsletter finds
everyone well but, of course, I understand that, as
lockdown eases and we are able to move around
a little more freely, this can be quite a daunting
prospect for some people.
The thought of going out and mixing with people closely
together, with surroundings inevitably having changed due to
COVID secure measures, this is a very challenging time for
people living with sight loss.
If you are feeling like this then you are not alone; talking about
your worries can really help and giving yourself time and space
too. When going into a building, stop, take a moment and ask
for human help. We are always here to talk to you and we can,
for example, phone ahead for you and find out what to expect,
ask what help can be offered and gain an understanding of the
layout of the building. We are here to support you so please
never hesitate to give us a call and if we can’t help we will find
someone who can.
We are eagerly awaiting the next set of announcements on the
17th May to see if the current plans set out by the Government
for continued easing are still to go ahead from 21st June with a
view to re-opening limited activities from early July; we really
cannot wait to welcome people back!. Wishing everyone a safe
and happy start to the warmer weather.

Lisa

Lisa Hollyhead
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IWASP & Scams

Protecting people against scams and
helping those who have fallen foul of
one are the core aims of IOW Trading
Standards Service. However, with such
a small team and the number of scams
increasing on a daily basis, it was clear
something more was needed. So with funding from the Police
and Crime Commissioner's Office, IWASP was created (Isle of
Wight Against Scams Partnership).
What became very clear, however, was that in order to reach
people quickly and effectively working in collaboration with other
organisations was the way forward. We, here at Sight for Wight,
have joined this collaboration along with 30 other Isle of Wight
organisations to help provide a united front against scams and
make ourselves a hostile county to scammers.
What is a scam?
Scams come in various different forms, postal, telephone,
online: all of which are designed to make victims part with their
money and personal details. Scammers can be very convincing
so we thought an example was the best idea. I advertised a car
for sale on Autotrader, I received a call from a politely spoken
young man saying that he worked for Autotrader and was I
interested in enhancing my advert by bringing it further up the
list of similar cars. I declined. He called back a few days later
and said he could see the car was still for sale, he repeated his
offer, he gave me every single detail of the car and the correct
Autotrader pricing and knew my name and location. It was only
when I said I would upgrade via the website that he lost his cool,
became more aggressive and I knew it was a scam.
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IWASP & Scams
Warning Signs in any Type of Scam
•
•

•

•

•
•

If it sounds too good to be true: it almost always is.
You are contacted out of the blue: You may get a phone
call, email, text or letter purporting to be a legitimate
organisation, but it isn’t how they’d normally contact you.
You have to make a quick decision: Scammers don’t like
to give time to think. They will try to pressure you into making
a decision with things like ‘If you don’t act now, you’ll miss
out’ or by threatening that bad things will happen to you.
You have to give away bank account details: Trustworthy
firms will never ask for this information.
Banks will never ask you to click on a link or reveal your PIN.
You should also always be wary of leaflets posted through
your door. This can be an unscrupulous trader attempting to
persuade you to have work done that doesn’t need doing.

For advice call - Citizens Advice Consumer : 0808 250 5050.
To report a scam call - Action Fraud: 0300 123 2040
Police & Trading Standards Notice,
No Cold Callers… STICKER ENCLOSED
We have sourced and include in this newsletter a
Police and Council backed sticker which you can
put on your front door. It reads “WARNING We
do not deal with uninvited traders PLEASE
LEAVE AND DO NOT RETURN. Failure to do so
is a criminal offence.” Please put this sticker up
at your home and deter unwanted visitors.
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Trustee Paul Rutherford
Life in Lockdown
Hello my name is Paul Rutherford;
I am a trustee and volunteer at
Sight for Wight. I was Chairman for
four years. I was asked to write an
article covering how I have been
utilising my time over the past
eleven months or so during
lockdown.
On the 20th March 2020, I started
keeping a daily diary about the
COVID situation in the UK. The first
recorded deaths at this time were
Paul and wife, Sue
two hundred and thirty three.
My wife, Sue, and I drove somewhere remote and walked for
about forty five minutes regularly. During this period, no pubs or
restaurants were open and we couldn’t socialise with family or
friends. I read a lot and did colouring, plus played a lot of music.
From Saturday 28th March, we no longer could drive anywhere
to walk so we walked from home for about forty minutes most
days and also did Pilates exercises.
31st March was my Grandsons 21st birthday. The family
gathered outside my daughter Ruth’s house and sang Happy
Birthday; all keeping to the social distancing guidelines. Sue and
I then spent about two weeks sorting through all our
photographs and ended up with three bin bags of them that I
eventually burnt (saves the kids a job in the future)!
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Trustee Paul Rutherford
Life in Lockdown
The weather during this
period was lovely so we
could make the most of
relaxing on the patio.
Another job we carried
out was emptying and
cleaning the garage
thoroughly and ordering
a skip to take away the
rubbish.
Halfway through April, we painted the decking and garden
furniture and are now decorating indoors, painting wardrobes
etc. and have ordered new bedroom furniture. This was
completed in early May!
Early May, our holiday in Lanzarote, booked for June, was
cancelled and our money refunded.
Sarah, our youngest daughter, visited us in our garden (socially
distancing) to celebrate her 44th birthday where we all wished
her a happy birthday. Lockdown rules were eased from May
29th so had my haircut and my first pint for a while in early July!
Trustees had regular meetings during this period.
I will write another article about the second lockdown in a future
newsletter.

Paul
Paul Rutherford
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Getting Help Where You Need It
As part of the work in our 2020 Strategy, we have been looking
at what other organisations on the Island do to support visually
impaired people. This month we concentrate on the larger
organisations and give details of how you can contact them and
how they can help.
Laura Gooljar - Eye Clinic Liaison Officer
(ECLO)
Laura is often referred to as the Island ECLO and
based at St Mary’s Hospital. Laura will guide you
through medical help, answer questions and talk
you through your immediate concerns.
07885 210891
laura.gooljar@rnib.org.uk
Kate Attrill - Rehabilitation Officer
Kate is the Island Rehabilitation Officer for people
living with sight loss. Kate will complete a full
assessment of your needs and issue basic
equipment for everyday living.
07918 148177
katy.attrill@rnid.org.uk
RNIB
The RNIB offer ‘living with sight loss
courses’, audio books, general help, full
range of equipment and, equally
important, counselling too.
0303 1239999
helpline@rnib.org.uk
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Getting Help Where You Need It
IW Council Adult Services
The Isle of Wight Council offer a full one-to-one
assessment of your physical needs, detailing what
help can be offered without a charge.
(01983) 814980 adultfirstresponsereferrals@iow.gov.uk
Guide Dogs
Guide Dogs are there to help with mobility; they
do not just offer guide dogs, they offer a full
range of mobility options.
0800 7811444
information@guidedogs.org.uk
Independent Living
Under the guise of People Matter, they offer a
huge range of equipment, some of which can be
loaned.
(01983) 241494 admin@peoplematteriw.org
Sight for Wight
We offer:
•
Support throughout your sight loss journey.
•
Help to refer you to the right person at the right
time.
•
Our phone call friend scheme is very much running where we
have a team of volunteers who can make regular phone
contact offering a genuine shoulder.
Outside of COVID we offer:
•
Meetings, activities, sports and friendship groups, equipment
trials, sighted guides, minibus drivers, crafts and day trips.
(01983) 522205 enquiries@iwsb.org.uk
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Spotlight On: Nikki Barry
Nikki was born with Retinopathy of
Prematurity (ROP); also called
Retrolental Fibroplasia (RLF) and
Terry Syndrome. This is a disease
of the eye affecting prematurely born
babies generally having received
neonatal intensive care, in which
oxygen therapy is used due to the
premature development of the lungs.
She also has cataracts and
glaucoma.
Nikki, now 52, grew up in
Sydenham, London, later moving to
East Sussex before coming to the Isle of Wight in 2003. Her
grandparents grew up on the Island and Nikki originally came
over to help the family and never went back to East Sussex!
As a child she went through the special school system and then
went on to a partially sighted school in Clapham. She finished
school in the Sixth Form at Sydenham Girls Mainstream School.
Nikki, a Sight for Wight member since 2003, is a keen swimmer
and enjoys attending our swimming group on a Tuesday before
lockdown and, in fact, was a competition swimmer from the age
of 12 – 18 in London for a multi-disabled team to Greater
London national level. She was also the very first person to
swim with able bodied swimmers in the London Youth games
and should have gone on to the Olympics in Seoul but, due to
family circumstances, was unable to participate.
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Spotlight on: Nikki Barry
She also trained with the Olympic blind team for four and a half
years and her children were unaware of Nikki’s incredible
sporting background until she was 39! She also taught her three
children to swim.
Nikki went to the 2012 Paralympics with two days swimming and
two and a half days track. She would love to do this again and
go to France for the next Olympics and take her two and a half
year old granddaughter, Olivia with her.
She has been to Silverstone twice and even done some driving
on the track, ridden motorcycles and also rode pillion with her
dad in London.
Apart from swimming Nikki enjoys reading and, in particular,
political biographies. One of her favourite books is The Mirror
and The Light, by Hilary Mantel; it’s available in braille in 18
volumes and it took Nikki six weeks to read!
Nikki is not one for cooking; however, her
partner is and enjoys making his own
bread. Nikki manages all of the day-today housekeeping and also looks after
Olivia, on a regular basis, which keeps
Nikki on her toes but she thoroughly
enjoys this. In fact when Nikki is reading
one of her books, Olivia puts Nikki’s
hands on the braille books and calls them
‘feely books’.
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Zoom Optelec Demonstration
Due to the popularity of their last meeting, we are delighted to
announce that Optelec will be demonstrating their full range of
magnifiers on Wednesday 26th May at 11:00am. To book a
place, please contact us on 522205 where we will send you the
link.
Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/9983522205?
pwd=UVZHOHh6T0NwZGdXY0xKck1iRmR0UT09
Telephone 0203 481 5237
Meeting ID: 998 352 2205
Passcode: 522205

2nd Hand Equipment for Sale
One of our members is offering for sale a second hand Optelec
Magnification Clearview+ Monitor.
It was purchased new in 2018 for £995 and is still like new. They
would be looking to sell it for around £500 or a near offer.
If you are interested please call us at the office on
(01983) 522205.
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Tips Directly from Members
“I kept getting confused which tin was
which in my kitchen cupboard until I
heard about this hack! I put some
hairbands around my tins! I put two on
for baked beans and three on for
custard. Then I feel the bands to know
which tin is in front of me. It’s really
helpful for me!”
Maggie from Ryde

“For people who like their puzzles,
crosswords and games like me, you
can get large print puzzle books! You
can also get other games which have
been changed to be more helpful,
such as braille cards and braille
Scrabble. You can also use tactile
dominoes!”
Simon from Shanklin

“When setting the table, I use brightly
coloured cutlery, so then it is easier for
me to know where the cutlery and food is
on the table!”
Sally from Newport
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Could You Be A
“Living with” Friend
Could you be a “Living with Friend” to another member?
The launch of our telephone befriending service has proved how
talking can really help. We now wish to expand the service to
include “Living with” friends. When someone is newly diagnosed
with a condition, it is without doubt extremely frightening; your
head becomes filled with questions and fears of how life will
change and how you will cope. The smallest detail can become
a huge burden.
We are working with other organisations to try and alleviate this
so, for example, the RNIB are offering one-off counselling
sessions for anyone who feels they need it. We would like to
offer support here on the Island too. We are therefore asking
members to come forward and be mentors/ambassadors; a
friendly voice for other members.
If you feel you could offer help and
support to someone with the same eye
condition as you, please do give us a
call and register so, if asked, we can
refer others to you. We will need to
register you as a volunteer with us, but this is a simple process
involving completing an application form, a short interview and
two written references. We believe that offering help to people
when they need it from people who have lived through the same
thing really can make all the difference. Thank you for your help.

Lisa
Lisa Hollyhead
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Befriending Service Update
We have been busy publicising our befriending
service. We have been on Isle of Wight Radio,
explaining about our new service and how it has
had an enormous take up and that we were
seeking more volunteers to make phone calls. I
am delighted to say we have had several
enquiries which we are now following up.
A press release in the County Press features some of our
services at Sight for Wight and a lovely write up about what we
are doing.
Here are some quotes from some of our members about what a
difference it is making to their lives:
“I feel lucky that I can chat to such a wonderful person.”
“I can say we are very fortunate to have very caring befrienders!
They are so kind and helpful!”
“She is a nice person and makes me feel comfortable.” “My
befriender brightens up my day, like a ray of sunshine.”
And a quote from one of our new volunteers:
“I have just started volunteering for Sight for Wight, and made
my first call today and it made me feel great as well as the lady I
spoke to. What a great thing to do and give back to the
community. I am so pleased that I decided to get involved with
such a worthwhile charity.”
Thank you to everyone who has contributed to our new service
so far, we are always here for anything you need so don’t
hesitate to contact the office, especially if you would like a call.

Elaine
Elaine Bricknell
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Dress for Less
Spring is here and isn’t it wonderful to see colour and to have
that hopeful feeling. Dress for Less has now re-opened and this
would not have been possible without the help from our
volunteers.
We wanted to give the shop a revamp and I think
you will love the result. Our Easter window turned
some heads. Our volunteers created some lovely
Easter hats and fascinators. These were
surrounded by some amazing tissue paper
flowers. A very colourful sight!
Many people have purchased our quality clothing we have been
selling through our Facebook page and it has been lovely when I
have been making deliveries to meet some of you. Thank you
for your generosity; without these donations this would not have
been possible. We have made lots of new friends through
Facebook and I hope that you will come and visit us in the shop.
During this time we also had our Pamper
Hamper prize draw and I would like to
congratulate Joyce, our winner!
Amongst some of the winning prizes - a bottle of
Lanson champagne, Radley handbag, £15.00
Dress for Less voucher, Lindt chocolates, Next
candles, Simple eye mask plus much more!
Enjoy your hamper Joyce!
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We are now able to offer our 50/50 service again. If you have
some clothing that you would like us to sell, we will be very
happy to help. You will need to make an appointment and we
will accept up to six items. We are currently looking for summer
items. Now that weddings are able to take place, we have ladies
looking for that special outfit.
If you are able to help and would like more information then
please call (01983) 523197.
Our opening times are:
Tuesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday
10:00am - 4:00pm
We hope to see you soon.

Debbie
Debbie Durbridge
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Talking News
The Talking News has been running for over 45 years and last
year, with lockdown, its longevity was put into question as
everything ground to a halt and we were unsure when ‘normality’
would return. Chris Cane, Marketing & Events, came up with a
’short-term’ solution and spoke
with Kelvin & Maggie Currie from
Vectis Radio. What if we could
still record the Talking News but,
instead of sending out on USB
KELVIN CURRIE
sticks, it could be ‘aired’ on Vectis
Radio! Kelvin was receptive to the idea
and took it to Ian Mac, Station Manager
who approved an edited 45 minute version
to go out on Saturdays at 3pm and
repeated on Tuesdays at 9pm.
MAGGIE CURRIE
The other problem we had was recording, as we couldn’t use the
Sight for Wight studio so, instead, volunteers recorded articles
from the comfort of their own home using a smartphone and
emailed them to Chris for editing.
Chris said, “This has been a real community effort as we’ve not
only read and recorded articles from the Isle of Wight County
Press but we also had permission to read from Isle of Wight
Radio, Isle of Wight Observer, On The Wight and Island Echo.”
In addition to listening on Vectis Radio, it is available on our
website www.sightforwight.org.uk, shared on Facebook and
Twitter and now Alexa! If you would like to listen, via Alexa, then
you need to say, ‘Alexa, enable the Sight for Wight skill.’ Once
activated you then say, ‘Alexa, open Sight for Wight.’
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Talking News
None of this would be possible without the support of our
amazing volunteers, Vectis Radio and the local press who have
been fantastic! Susan Earley has been our weekly news selector
so a huge thank you to her and to everyone who supports the
Talking News! Below are some photos of some of the people
who have helped make the Talking News continue to go out,
albeit in a different format.

TERRY

STEVE

DEN

CHRIS & BRIAN

HOWARD

ALISON
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SUE

IONA

PETRENA & MICHAEL

Volunteer Update
Welcome
We are pleased to welcome several new volunteers to our
Volunteering Team along with several new enquiries which is
very encouraging and is wonderful for restarting activities and
assisting the Befriending Service.
Au Revoir
Sadly, since the last edition, we have said
goodbye to one of our loyal volunteers from our
Talking News team, fundraising and many posts
she helped us with. Linda has moved away to
pastures new to be near family and we wish her
all the best for the future. The Charity arranged
flowers to be sent as a thank you from all of us.
We have also sadly lost a couple of volunteers due to personal
reasons and health issues; again we wish them all the best and
thank them for all their hard work and dedication.
Volunteer Vacancies
Although activities have not resumed yet, plans are going on
behind the scenes for the activities to start hopefully after June
21st depending on restrictions being lifted and being held within
Government guidelines. We therefore are hoping all our
Volunteers will be willing to return to their roles and hopefully
perhaps start a new role within the Charity.
As always we are looking for Drivers, Escorts and Coffee
morning hosts plus other posts which are vacant.
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Volunteer Update
I will be calling our volunteers over the next few weeks to talk
about new opportunities we have and existing roles; please
remember I am always here if you want to chat Monday to Friday.

Jasmine Edwards, our new Education and Young
Person’s Manager is seeking volunteers to assist
her with the new education programme being
rolled out in Isle of Wight Primary Schools soon.
If this is something you would be interested in,
please call Jasmine for an informal chat on
522205.
And finally I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the
volunteers for your continuing support, time and commitment.

Susan
Susan Earley
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Easter Chicks Update
We would like to say a massive THANK YOU to everyone who
either knitted our Easter chicks or purchased one;
we are delighted to announce that we raised a
whopping £720.75; a wonderful result! We would
like to thank TESCO and ASDA for donating
towards the Cadbury’s Cream Eggs.
A little birdy has told us that two of the chicks will
be ‘winging’ their way to New Zealand; some 13,000 miles away!

Looking Out From Lockdown
Please remember to send back your EYE
for the ‘looking out from lockdown’
project; although we have received quite
a few back, we would really love it if all
our members and volunteers could
decorate their eye or write a poem or
draw a picture so we can include it on our
display at Millbrooke House.

Braille Greeting Cards
We are delighted to now offer Homemade
Braille Cards made by some of our talented
volunteers. We can personalise it for any
occasion it is required for; just call the office on
522205 and we can assist you with your order.
Price £2.50 each.
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Apprentices
We are delighted to announce we have taken on two new
apprentices so please let them introduce themselves.
Hello I’m Liberty, I chose to do this
apprenticeship to learn new skills and to meet
new people. I am a young carer and I love
spending time with my family. I also enjoy
watching many films and listening to music in
my free time. I am looking forward to helping
others as it is something I enjoy doing
especially with the team here at Sight for
Wight. I also enjoy sight seeing around the
island especially as I have not long moved
here so exploring the Island is very fun.
Hello, I am Martin. I have had previous work
experience as a trainee at the Isle of Wight
Council as well as a volunteer at the British
Red Cross and British Heart Foundation. I now
feel that an apprenticeship is the right move for
me. By joining the Charity, Sight for Wight, I
know that I am involved in helping those who
have a visual impairment and to assist them to
prevent those who may end up feeling lonely,
especially during an international pandemic.
I enjoy watching films, playing games, going for long walks on a
sunny day, listening to current affairs and visiting theme parks. I
am very privileged to have visited many theme parks, most
notably the Disney, Universal and Merlin ones.
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KS1 and KS2
Education Programme
Hi Everyone! As lockdown has eased and
restrictions are loosening, the start of the
Education Programme should begin very soon,
as we have a good number of schools interested
in the programme!
The Education Programme allows children to
learn about visual impairment, eye conditions
and how to keep their eyes healthy. This comes with four
activities which allow the children to learn about braille, our
eyes, our senses and equipment that is helpful to someone who
is visually impaired.
By the time you read this, training mornings have been
completed for volunteers where they came to Millbrooke House
(while still following coronavirus guidelines) to see what the
Education Programme is all about.
Thank you to those who came to those mornings and to those
who want to help implement the programme in the schools,
I really appreciate your help!
If this programme is of interest to you and you would like to be a
volunteer to help implement the programme in schools, please
do ring the office on 522205 or email youngperson@iwsb.org.uk
and we can have a chat.
I hope you are all well and keeping safe. Enjoy the sunshine!

Jasmine
Jasmine Edwards
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Getting Ready for Summer
As we appear to be getting closer to
normality, we have been thinking ahead
to the summer when we are hoping to
have our wonderful members back and
hopefully make more use of the outside
space at Millbrooke House.
John Moore, our trustee and volunteer
has once again excelled himself by
refurbishing our garden benches and
tables which had taken a bit of a battering
with the weather in recent years. John
has repainted all of the garden furniture and we are delighted
with the results.
John has also been painting the Reception area in readiness for
the apprentices and it’s all starting to look very bright and inviting
once again. He has also been painting the CEO’s office and also
the Befriending Manager’s and Volunteer Manager’s office.
John is also one of our
minibus drivers so has a
multitude of skills that he
regularly puts to good use.
As always John, we are very
grateful for the time and
effort you put in to help make
Millbrooke House an inviting
space once again.
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Terry’s Twenty Teasers 2
WHERE AM I?
1. I’m looking at a town hall, but there’s no town here - where
am I?
2. I’m standing on the beach where Judi Dench and Billy
Connolly walked in the film ‘Mrs Brown’ - where am I?
3. It’s August and I’m wading through waist-deep water from
the beach at Bembridge - where am I going?
4. I’m watching Christopher Cockerell’s invention leaving the
Island - where am I?
5. I’m standing in the church where the sliding hymn-board
was first invented - where am I?
IT’S STILL SPRING!
6. The clocks change twice a year, like last month, when they
went forward. Do other countries do this too, or is it just us?
7. Who made the song, ‘April Love’ famous when they sang it in
the 1958 film of the same name?
8. Which is the French word for Spring - ‘orne’ or ‘printemps’?
9. Who wrote the ballet music ‘The Rite of Spring’?
10. Which Spring flower is often associated with Wales?
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FOOD & DRINK
11. Can a haggis fly?
12. What fruit is also sometimes known as a plantain?
13. Does ‘BEST BEFORE’ on a pack of food mean you have to
throw it away if you’ve not eaten it by then?
14. What does the French word ‘gateau’ mean?
15. What sort of an animal is a Bombay Duck?
ODDS & ENDS
16. What would a Cockney be referring to if he said he was
going to use the ‘apples’?
17. What is this: 360 D in a C?
18. Which bear eats marmalade sandwiches?
19. What three-word phrase dos this dingbat represent: give
give give give give + get get get get?
20. What are the missing signs in this sum: 9 * 2 * 9 * 6 = 12?

Answers on back page!

Terry

Terry Pearson
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Terry’s Twenty Teaser Quiz
Answers
1

Newtown

2

Compton Beach (or Hanover Point)

3

St Helen’s Fort

4

Ryde Esplanade (watching the hovercraft)

5

St Mary’s Church, Brading

6

All other European countries, except Belarus and Iceland, also change their clocks (at the same time as Britain does)

7

Pat Boone

8

Printemps

9

Igor Stravinsky

10 The daffodil
11 No (it’s a dish made from minced lamb, spices, vegetables
and oatmeal)
12 The banana
13 No (it just may not taste as good after that date)
14 Cake
15 A fish (presumably, it’s a Mumbai Duck now)
16 The stairs
17 Degrees in a Circle
18 Paddington
19 Forgive and forget
20 9 + 2 - 9 x 6 = 12
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